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PAP ER

WEaving
 

 

You will need :
 a selection of coloured paper, glue,

scissors, ruler, a pencil , a craft
knife

1.Cut a mix of coloured strips 2. Select another
piece of paper. keeping it as a square, fold it in

half & cut slits into it.  



3, Take a strip and weave it across the slits, going over &
under the slits 4. Weave the second strip.Move the woven

strip to the top & start with the next one. Weve the second
strip in an opposite pattern as the first one.  



Try free style weaving, apply the same techniques
in the previous page just with strips alone.  Get

stuck into creating bright, colourful combitions! 

Free Style



Mix it up
 

Now you've got the hang of weaving start
experimenting with colour combinations, different
types of a paper or even draw additional patterns on
top! 

These samples have been made from a mix of coloured
paper, old magazines, letters & photos. 



If you would like to apply your weaving
skills into a fun wall hanging have a look

at this video.   

Angel
Fish

Hanging

MIN I  PROJECT

Watch how to do it here: 

Koi woven lamp created by craft makers
at LZF Lamps

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rM9h8msNMHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rM9h8msNMHM


Anni
Albers

MAKER  S POT L IGHT

 Anni Albers (1899-1994) is a
world famous artist. She is

celebrated for her
patterns, sense of colour

along with combining
modern and ancient

weaving techniques. Her
approach to making  

 produced ground breaking
results at the time of

production. 

Watch this short film by the Tate How to Weave
like Anni Albers here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXd1e4vekZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXd1e4vekZI

